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GAME CHANGING INNOVATIONS BUILT FOR THOSE WHO ARE LOOKING FOR MORE.  

Comfort is everything. And consumers want more of it. More 
cushion, max comfort, and the feeling of running on clouds. 
Saucony is doubling down – with supersized cushioning in our 
beloved neutral cushion franchise. A visible core of PWRRUN+ 
will have our runners wondering if they touched the ground and 
cruising through their daily miles. 
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Effortless runs every day—that’s what our consumers are  
looking for. Combining high performance PWRRUN PB with a ¾ 

carbon-fiber plate, we’ve cracked the code and every day running 
has never felt so easy. Built off our most popular, lightweight 

training franchise, Saucony is changing the game again.  
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WHITE/GOLD
S10768-13
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/GOLD
S20768-13
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN  HG

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (40/32mm)

$350

Die Cut PWRRUN PB

Men 7.2oz (204g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 6.5oz (185g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral/Race Day

6

ENDORPHIN ELITE

Propulsive feel. 
New plate geometry from heel to toe  
helps you capitalize on your quickness.

Energy return.
PWRRUN HG foam cushioning gives you the 
energy you need to fly past the competition.

Race-ready fit. 
The upper combines knitted and mesh 
materials for a lightweight feel that won’t 
hinder your stride. 

This is your breakthrough moment. Shine with 
the Endorphin Elite. It’s got new PWRRUN HG 
foam cushioning for energy that helps power 
you toward your next PR. Plus, a heel-to-toe 
plate design that helps maximize energy return 
as you roll past the finish line. Ready to win?

Your best is yet to run.
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CITRON/SLIME
S10755-75
 (6 MONTHS)

CITRON/SLIME
S20755-75
 (6 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/GRAPE
S10755-33
 (6 MONTHS)

SUPERBLUE/SLIME
S20755-33
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/GOLD
S10755-13
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/GOLD
S20755-13
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (39.5/31.5mm)

$300

Die Cut PWRRUN PB

Men 7.2oz (204g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 6.2oz (176g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

7

ENDORPHIN PRO 3

Take it further.
A stack of PWRRUN PB foam cushioning  
gives you as much of an edge as possible.

Push past your limits. 
SPEEDROLL Technology and a powerful 
carbon-fiber plate propel you forward  
for effortless speed. 

It’s in the details.
Geometry, plate, foam, and fit. We’ve mastered 
the formula for an unbeatable ride. 

It’s speed over everything when you lace up the 
Endorphin Pro 3. Designed with a carbon-fiber 
plate and an even thicker stack of PWRRUN PB 
foam cushioning, you get more pop underfoot 
for the ultimate go-fast experience.

The art of speed.
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WHITE/GOLD
S10756-14
 (6 MONTHS)

SLIME/GOLD
S20756-36
 (6 MONTHS)

SUNDOWN/LINEN
S10756-37
 (6 MONTHS)

FOG/SLIME
S10756-75
 (3 MONTHS)

FOG/SLIME
S20756-75
 (3 MONTHS)

RUNSHIELD SMOKE
S10906-70
 (3 MONTHS)

RUNSHIELD MURK
S20906-70
 (3 MONTHS)

GRAPE/INDIGO
S10756-38
 (6 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20756-33
 (6 MONTHS)

UMBRA/SILVER
S20756-38
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/GOLD
S20756-14
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN  PB

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (36/28mm)

$220

Contoured EVA

Men 8.1oz (229g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 7.2oz (204g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

8

ENDORPHIN SPEED 3

We did the math.
Updated geometry gives you a smoother ride 
and more pop and spring for serious speed. 

We perfected the plate. 
A reimagined S-curve winged nylon plate 
centers and supports your foot better for  
daily training. 

Fit for go-fast days.
A fully redesigned upper delivers  
a comfortable fit from heel to toe.

Want to feel faster? Meet the Endorphin Speed 3 
—a shoe that’s the definition of swift. Designed 
with a new winged plate that helps support your 
run from toe-off to landing, it’s everything you 
need to push your pace with ease.

Work harder. Run faster.
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BLACK/GOLDSTRUCK
S10813-10
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/GOLDSTRUCK
S20813-10
 (12 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S20813-23
 (6 MONTHS)

GLOW/SUNDOWN
S10813-33
 (6 MONTHS)

GLACIER/INK
S10813-22
 (6 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20813-22
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S10813-23
 (6 MONTHS)

INFRARED/BLACK
S20813-33
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (39/35mm)

$190

PWRRUN+

Men 9.4oz (266g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 8.1oz (229g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Structured Cushioning

7.15.23
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ENDORPHIN SHIFT 3

Light on your feet.
Durable and lightweight mesh pairs with  
a streamlined heel clip for support that doesn’t 
weigh you down.

Lighter, softer, speedier. 
Get to know the softer side of SPEEDROLL 
Technology with an extra 2mm of PWRRUN. 

Better transitions.
With a new groove in the heel, you can  
touch down and roll forward more easily  
than before. 

Every run gets better in the Endorphin Shift 3. 
Stacked with PWRRUN cushioning for comfort, 
it uses enough foam to help you transition 
effortlessly from week to weekend. This is a 
shoe that can keep up no matter the workout.

Elevate your stride.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10847-10
S10848-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20847-10
S20848-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WHITE/INK
S10847-20
 (6 MONTHS)

SLIME/UMBRA
S20847-31
 (6 MONTHS)

INDIGO/MAUVE
S10847-30
 (12 MONTHS)

SUPERBLUE/INDIGO
S20847-32
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/INFRARED
S20847-30
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (42/34mm)

$240

PWRRUN+

Men 9.5oz (269g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 8.5oz (240g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral/Every Day
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KINVARA PRO

Everyday cushioning.
Stacked PWRRUN PB cushioning is strategically 
placed to bring the sensation closer to your foot.

Give energy. Get energy.
SPEEDROLL Technology and a ¾ carbon-fiber 
plate propel you forward for effortless daily runs.

All the right moves.
With more cushioning underfoot and a wider 
heel, the Kinvara Pro gives you a lightweight yet 
stable ride.

Efficiency is everything, and that’s why we 
created the Kinvara Pro. The first of its kind 
on the market, it’s built to power your daily 
runs with ease. Combining high-performance 
PWRRUN PB cushioning with a ¾ carbon-fiber 
plate for an effortless ride, this shoe brings  
a lightweight and breezy feel to your everyday 
training. Don’t let the name fool you either. This 
one’s got something for everyone. 

Running never felt so easy.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10823-05
S10824-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20823-05
S20824-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

TRIPLE BLACK
S20823-12
 (12 MONTHS)

MURK/BLACK
S20823-20
 (6 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/GRAPE
S10823-31
 (6 MONTHS)

SLIME/GOLD
S20823-36
 (6 MONTHS)

SUPERBLUE/SLIME
S20823-33
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/SLIME
S20823-75
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/INDIGO
S10823-34
 (6 MONTHS)

SUNDOWN/LINEN
S10823-32
 (6 MONTHS)

GLACIER/INK
S10823-20
 (6 MONTHS)

INFRARED/BLACK
S20823-30
 (6 MONTHS)

TRIPLE BLACK
S10823-12
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/SLIME
S10823-75
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (31/27mm)

$160

PWRRUN+

Men 7.0oz (200g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 6.2oz (117g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

11

KINVARA 14

For the long haul.
The Kinvara 14 is designed to stand up  
to consistent wear and tear. All you need  
to focus on is the speed to go further.

Propulsive power.
PWRRUN foam midsole with PWRRUN+ 
sockliner helps propel you toward your  
next personal best.

Lighter than ever.
We created a Kinvara to help you truly  
take off. The result? A faster and lighter  
shoe that’s miles ahead.

Want to hustle harder? Go the distance faster 
than ever in the new Kinvara 14. Tailored with  
a lighter-than-ever feel, it’s got enough 
PWRRUN foam cushioning and security to 
handle an extra mile or ten.

Speed, pure and simple.
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GRAVEL/BRONZE
S10883-10
 (LIMITED QUANTITY)

GRAVEL/BRONZE
S20883-10
 (LIMITED QUANTITY)

BLUELIGHT/FOG
S20883-32
 (LIMITED QUANTITY)

WHITE/GRAPE
S10883-31
 (LIMITED QUANTITY)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN +

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

10mm (47/37mm)

$260

PWRRUN

Men 11.1oz (315g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 9.8oz (279g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

14

TRIUMPH PLUS

Breathable feel.
Mono mesh overlays provide cooling as your 
run heats up.

Reach new heights.
PWRRUN+ cushioning is nestled within a foam 
outer layer for secure cushioning that helps 
maximize bounce.

Durability to go.
Durable XT-900 outsole features premium 
carbon rubber in strategic high-wear areas.

Time to supersize it. This is Triumph to 
the max—max cushioning, max feel, max 
everything. Triumph Plus uses a premium 
blend of PWRRUN+ foam that’s embedded 
within a plush PWRRUN foam base. The result? 
Plush underfoot comfort like you’ve never 
experienced before.  

Like running on clouds.
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BLUELIGHT
S10761-32
 (3 MONTHS)

COFFEE
S20761-31
 (3 MONTHS)

MIST
S10761-20
 (3 MONTHS)

SHADOW
S20761-10
 (3 MONTHS)

MAUVE
S10761-30
 (3 MONTHS)

MURK
S20761-30
 (3 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN BIO+

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

10mm (37/27mm)

$240

PWRRUN BIO+

Men 10.4oz (295g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 9.7oz (275g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

15

Like running on clouds. TRIUMPH RFG

Uses renewable materials.
Upper is made of cotton using plant-based dyes  
for a shoe you can feel good about wearing.  

55% corn-based foam.
PWRRUN BIO+ cushioning is based from corn,  
a renewable resource, and limits the 
dependence on plastic.   

80% natural rubber.
The gum rubber outsole is made from  
natural rubber.

Everything you love about the Triumph now 
comes in a design that’s built for the future. With 
a focus on using more eco-friendly materials, the 
Triumph RFG combines plant-based dyes in the 
upper with a 55% corn-based PWRRUN BIO+ foam 
cushioning. Your next feel-good run starts here.

That extra mile got a little 
more sustainable.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10881-10
S10882-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20881-10
S20882-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/MAUVE
S10881-33
S10882-33 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20881-21
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S10881-11
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BLACK
S20881-30
S20882-20 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WHITE/UMBRA
S20881-31
 (6 MONTHS)

GLOW/SUNDOWN
S10881-30
 (6 MONTHS)

FOSSIL/BLACK
S20881-20
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAPE/INDIGO
S10881-32
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN+

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

10mm (37/27mm)

$210

PWRRUN+

Men 9.8oz (279g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 8.8oz (250g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

16

TRIUMPH 21

Locked in.
New flat-knit upper utilizes a redesigned lacing 
system for comfort and security where it counts.

Lightweight efficiency.
PWRRUN+ technology with a PWRRUN+ sockliner 
helps give you a luxurious underfoot feel.

360° fit and feel.
Soft collar, new laces, and a padded tongue —
we created the Triumph 21 to help you truly get 
the most out of your miles.

Want something that’s more comfortable than 
anything else you’ve tried? Meet the Triumph 21
—a light and plush performance shoe that’s built 
for those who need a little more out of their daily 
miles. Combining PWRRUN+ cushioning with 360 
degrees of secure support, it’s a neutral runner 
that gives back as much as you put in.

Do more of what you love.
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BLACK/FOG
S10720-05
S10721-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/FOG
S20720-05
S20721-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

GLACIER/INK
S10720-20
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/INDIGO
S20720-20
 (6 MONTHS)

MAUVE/INDIGO
S10720-32
 (6 MONTHS)

SUNDOWN/BLACK
S20720-32
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB,  
PWRRUN Support Frame

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (33/25mm)

$210

Contoured EVA

Men 8.9oz (252g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 7.9oz (224g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Structured Cushioning

17

TEMPUS

An effortless stride.
PWRRUN Frame supports your foot upon 
landing and its curved shape propels you  
to a snappy takeoff.

Max energy return.
PWRRUN PB gives you a lightweight  
and bouncy feel with max energy return.

A fit like no other.
With deeper contouring into the midsole, you 
sit into the shoe, instead of on top of it, for  
an incredibly personalized and supportive fit.

Meet Tempus—a revolutionary experience 
that’s the first of its kind. It’s got that incredible 
superfoam bounce you’ve been missing 
combined with the adaptive guidance system 
you need to perform at your best. Don’t snooze 
on this one.

It’s your time.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10830-05
S10831-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20830-05
S20831-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

SHADOW/LUX
S10830-21
 (6 MONTHS)

UMBRA/SLIME
S20830-31
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/SLIME
S20830-75
 (6 MONTHS)

HYDRO/BLACK
S20830-16
S20831-16 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/BLACK
S10830-32
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BLACK
S20830-20
S20831-20 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

MAUVE/INDIGO
S10830-30
 (6 MONTHS)

MURK/BLACK
S20830-32
 (6 MONTHS)

WHITE/SLIME
S10830-75
 (12 MONTHS)

FOSSIL/POOL
S10830-15
S10831-15 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (35/27mm)

$180

PWRRUN+

Men 8.8oz (250g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15, 16

Women 7.8oz (221g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

21

RIDE 16

Run smooth.
The minute you lace up, you’ll find an  
amazingly fluid ride that transitions  
effortlessly from heel to toe.

Pillowy soft.
PWRRUN foam midsole means a softer stack  
of cushioning for your most comfortable run yet.

360° fit and feel.
With higher sidewalls, you sit into the shoe 
instead of on top of it, creating an incredible 
underfoot sensation.

It’s comfort over everything in the Ride 16. 
Perfectly balanced with cushioning where you 
need it, this shoe is truly built to do it all. From 
the minute you lace up,  you’ll experience  
a smooth fit and feel like never before.

Never not training.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10810-05
S10811-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

AGAVE/MARIGOLD
S20810-25
S20811-25 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20810-05
S20811-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20810-35
 (6 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/BLACK
S10810-35
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/MAUVE
S10810-22
 (6 MONTHS)

MURK/BLACK
S20810-23
 (6 MONTHS)

GLOW/WHITE
S10810-34
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/VIZIBLUE
S20810-22
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAPE/INDIGO
S10810-33
 (12 MONTHS)

INK/WHITE
S10810-23
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (35/27mm)

$180

PWRRUN+

Men 9.5oz (269g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15, 16

Women 8.4oz (221g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Structured Cushioning

22

GUIDE 16

Run smooth.
The minute you lace up, you’ll find an  
amazingly fluid ride that transitions  
effortlessly from heel to toe.

Pillowy soft.
PWRRUN foam midsole means a softer  
stack of cushioning for your most  
comfortable run yet.

360° fit and feel.
Designed to cradle and contour  
to your foot, creating an incredible  
underfoot sensation and supportive fit.

It’s comfort and support over everything 
with the Guide 16. Perfectly balanced with 
cushioning where you need it, this shoe is truly 
built to do it all. Experience a personalized fit 
and feel the minute you put it on.

Flawless feel. Effortless support.
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BLACK/WHITE
S10765-10
S10766-10 (WIDE)
S10767-10 (EXTRA WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20765-10
S20766-10 (WIDE)
S20767-10 (EXTRA WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/GRAPE
S10765-33
S10766-33 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20765-22
S20766-22 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

FOSSIL/SUNDOWN
S10765-21
S10766-21 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

FOSSIL/MURK
S20765-21
S20766-21 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (35/27mm)

$180

8mm PU

Men 10.3oz (292g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 9.5oz (269g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

23

ECHELON 9

More cushioning. Less weight. 
With a thicker bed of our updated PWRRUN 
cushioning, it’s a super soft ride that’s way 
lighter than before. 

Comfort made better.
Expect a dramatically improved feel and ride 
with increased spring, but the same roomy  
fit and shape you love. 

All in the details. 

From high thread-count marled mesh  
to supportive outsole wrapping at the midfoot, 
it’s the little things that make all the difference.   

A pure comfort shoe. The Echelon 9 is 
relentless with max cushioning and a lighter 
feel to take on your next big run.

Comfort to the max. 
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ALLOW/RAINFALL
S10762-20
S10763-20 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

ALLOY/GARNET
S20762-20
S20763-20 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

MAUVE/INDIGO
S10762-32
 (6 MONTHS)

SUPERBLUE/BLACK
S20762-32
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S10762-10
S10763-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20762-10
S20763-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (34/26mm)

$200

Contoured EVA

Men 11.1oz (317g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 9.7oz (277g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Stability

24

OMNI 21

Built to motivate. 
With intentional design choices like fast 
logos and supportive 3D printing, it’s super 
comfortable.

Comfort to go.
Dual-density PWRRUN cushioning comes  
in a lighter and softer blend than ever before. 

Optimal support. 
An engineered midfoot support system  
and sophisticated mesh hug your foot. 

Count on the new Omni 21 for your everyday 
routes. Built using dual-density PWRRUN 
cushioning, it’s lighter and softer no matter  
the distance. This is the definition  
of feel-good running.

All the right moves. 
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BLACK/VIZI PINK
S10826-05
 (12 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BLACK
S20826-30
 (6 MONTHS)

MAUVE/INDIGO
S10826-32
 (6 MONTHS)

TRIPLE BLACK
S10826-12
 (12 MONTHS)

TRIPLE BLACK
S20826-12
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20826-31
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/BLACK
S10826-31
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20826-05
 (12 MONTHS)

GLOW/SHADOW
S10826-30
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (35/31mm)

$140

EVA

Men 8.5oz (243g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 7.5oz (213g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

25

AXON 3

Uses sustainable materials.
EVA in the midsole uses 36% bio-based  
foam for a lighter footprint.

Fast meets plush.
A stacked bed of PWRRUN gives you plenty  
of soft cushioning that feels incredibly smooth.

Cooling sensation.
Sleek and breathable upper keeps  
you cool and light on your feet.

The Axon 3 helps you savor every stride. 
Designed for more feel-good miles and 
incredibly plush, it comes stacked with a bed 
of PWRRUN foam cushioning. All in all, it’s the 
complete running package. What’s not to like?

Comfort you can’t deny.
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INK/BLACK
S10826-20
 (6 MONTHS)



BLACK/FUCHSIA
S10781-10
S10782-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20781-10
S20782-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

NIGHT/AQUA
S10781-13
S10782-13 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/GRAPE
S10781-31
S10782-31 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

SEA/BLACK
S20781-11
S20782-11 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CHARCOAL/ORANGE
S20781-36
S20782-36 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/GLADE
S20781-33
 (6 MONTHS)

BLUELIGHT/GLOW
S10781-33
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/BLACK
S20781-35
S20782-35 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/BLACK
S10781-35
S10782-35 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

SUPPORT LEVEL

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

CUSHIONING

WEIGHT

SIZES

Neutral

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

12mm (28.5/16.5mm)

$110

VERSARUN

Men 9.1oz (258g)

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 7.6oz (215g)

Women 5-12

26

COHESION 16

Durable performance.
The rubber outsole takes cues from our most 
trusted styles for a smooth feel that holds  
up to lots of miles.

Cushioned comfort.
VERSARUN cushioning absorbs impact and 
reduces pressure for comfortable strides  
every step of the way.

Lighten up.
A light and breathable mesh upper  
makes every step feel fresh and cool.

The new Cohesion 16 gives you everything 
you need for a feel-good run—VERSARUN 
cushioning, a smooth transition from heel to 
toe, and a comfortable, secure fit.    

Get a running start.
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BLACK/AQUA
S10910-10
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/WHITE
S20910-10
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO
S10910-22
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20910-21
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL
S10910-20
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL
S20910-20
 (12 MONTHS)

PEACH/GOLD
S10910-21
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/CITRON
S20910-32
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

LIGHTWEIGHT EVA

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (26/22mm)

$110

Die Cut EVA

Men 6.9oz (196g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5.9oz (167g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

27

CONVERGENCE

Streamlined fit and feel.
The Convergence is designed to stand up to 
consistent wear and tear. All you need to focus 
on is the speed to go further.

Cushioned to move.
EVA cushioning for a lightweight and 
responsive ride.

More mileage.
Durable XT-900 outsole features premium 
carbon rubber in strategic high-wear areas.

Running is for everyone, and the all-new 
Convergence proves just as much. A pure 
performance shoe that doesn’t skimp on the 
details, it’s everything you need to find your 
footing on the road to greatness. Comfortable 
EVA cushioning? Check. Details that deliver? 
You bet. Lace up and get out there.

A new hero is born.
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MIST/BRONZE
S10856-20
 (6 MONTHS)

FOG/BRONZE
S20856-20
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/SMOKE
S10856-31
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/AURORA
S20856-31
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

6mm (33/27mm)

4.5mm

$220

EVA

Men 8.6oz (244g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 7.3oz (207g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

30

ENDORPHIN RIFT

Set the pace.
SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward 
for effortless daily runs.

Light and fast.
PWRRUN PB cushioning gives you a lightweight 
feel with max energy return.

Master the trails.
With a PWRTRAC outsole for grip and 
aggressive lugs for traction, you have the 
confidence you need to head off the road.

Full speed ahead. The Endorphin Rift packs 
a punch thanks to high-mileage PWRRUN PB 
cushioning and SPEEDROLL technology. Fast, 
light, and as spontaneous as could be, this 
decorated speed shoe can tackle whatever 
terrain you throw at it. The thrill begins the 
minute you lace up. Go ahead, bomb that hill 
and take charge of your next trail. 

Speed you need for the trails.
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UMBRA/SLIME
S10773-30
 (6 MONTHS)

UMBRA/SLIME
S20773-30
 (6 MONTHS)

SMOKE/SUNDOWN
S10773-33
 (6 MONTHS)

AURORA/SHADOW
S20773-33
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

6mm (35/29mm)

4mm

$270

EVA

Men 9oz (255g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 7.8oz (221g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

31

ENDORPHIN EDGE

Keep cool. Stay dry. 
With both higher absorption and faster 
evaporation, the lightweight mesh on the 
Endorphin Edge helps pull moisture away  
from your foot.

Fast for the trail. 
A flexible Carbitex™ AFX 3-quarter carbon-fiber 
plate gives you speed and efficiency without 
losing touch with the terrain below. 

Next-level performance.
With a PWRTRAC outsole for grip and 
lightweight PWRRUN PB cushioning, you have 
everything you need to go far and go fast. 

Release your inner trail seeker. The  
Endorphin Edge is packed with PWRRUN PB 
foam cushioning and a Carbitex™ carbon-fiber 
plate that helps propel you forward. Gripped  
for rugged terrain, it’s the only distance shoe  
you need for your adventure.

Beyond boundaries.
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SUPERBLUE/NIGHT
S20843-30
 (6 MONTHS)

GLACIER/INK
S10843-30
 (6 MONTHS)

SUNDOWN/GLOW
S10843-31
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S20843-31
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN PB, 
PWRRUN Frame

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

6mm (32.5/26.5mm)

4.5mm

$190

PWRRUN+

Men 9.6oz (272g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.5oz (241g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

32

XODUS ULTRA 2

Energy return.
Ultralight and ultra-plush PWRRUN PB foam 
combines with a durable PWRRUN Frame  
for maximum cushioning and protection  
for long miles.

Built for long trails.
The Xodus Ultra 2 was made to go the  
distance, starting with a design that’s 
specifically formulated to give you more room 
and more comfort as you take on extra miles.

Grip to go.
3-piece PWRTRAC outsole gives you 
incredible traction on uncharted terrain.

For those who see the horizon and dare to 
explore further, meet Xodus Ultra 2. Specifically 
designed for the long-haul, it’s the ultra-comfort 
you desire for the ultra-distance you demand.

Off the grid. In the zone.
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BERRY/MINERAL
S10838-16
 (12 MONTHS)

GLACIER/BRONZE
S10838-20
 (6 MONTHS)

GLADE/BLACK
S20838-30
 (6 MONTHS)

VAPOR/POPPY
S20838-16
 (12 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/SLIME
S20838-75
 (6 MONTHS)

GLOW/SUNDOWN
S10838-31
 (6 MONTHS)

NIGHT/FOSSIL
S10838-15
S10839-15 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WOOD/FOSSIL
S20838-15
S20839-15 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

COFFEE/BLACK
S20838-31
 (6 MONTHS)

DUST/NIGHT
S20838-20
 (6 MONTHS)

HAZE/NIGHT
S10838-30
 (6 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/SLIME
S10838-75
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (28/24mm)

5mm

$170

PWRRUN+

Men 9.2oz (260g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.1oz (230g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral
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PEREGRINE 13

Lightweight miles.
With an ultralightweight feel, the  
Peregrine 13 delivers more speed 
for an incredible trail outing.

Less weight. More speed.
PWRRUN foam midsole is lightweight  
and cushioned for a comfortable feel.

Tough grip. Rugged traction. 
PWRTRAC rubber outsole and  
rock guard ensure maximum traction  
and grip on rugged terrain.

For those that live on the edge. The Peregrine 13 
holds nothing back for the ultimate off-road 
experience. Cushioned with PWRRUN foam and 
built with tough grip underfoot, it’s everything  
you need to go farther, faster.

Hit the trails.  
Ditch the speed limits.
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GRAVEL/BLACK
S10841-05
 (12 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S20841-05
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (28/24mm)

5mm

$210

PWRRUN+

Men 10.1oz (283g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 9oz (238g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

34

PEREGRINE 13 GTX

Keeps water out.
GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit technology provides 
waterproof protection with a flexible feel.

Less weight. More speed.
PWRRUN foam midsole is lightweight  
and cushioned for a comfortable feel.

Tough grip. Rugged traction. 
PWRTRAC rubber outsole and rock guard 
ensure maximum traction and grip on  
rugged terrain.

For those that live on the edge. The wet 
weather-ready Peregrine 13 GTX holds nothing 
back for the ultimate off-road experience. Built 
with waterproof GORE-TEX® and tough grip 
underfoot, it’s everything you need to go  
farther, faster. 

Forecast calls for speed.
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MAUVE/SHADOW
S10840-30
 (6 MONTHS)

GLADE/BRONZE
S20840-30
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (30/26mm)

6.5mm

$170

PWRRUN+

Men 9.7oz (275g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.5oz (241g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral
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PEREGRINE 13 ST

Shield your stride. 
Closed mesh and built in ankle gaiter provide 
ample protection against unwanted debris. 

Less weight. More speed
More PWRRUN foam keeps it lightweight and 
cushioned for a comfortable feel. 

Get a grip. 
Deep PWRTRAC lugs and rock guard are 
designed to tackle wet, muddy terrain with ease. 

Mucky conditions are no match for the 
Peregrine 13 ST. Soft terrain, mud, snow, water 
- newly designed, deep and aggressive lugs 
cuts through the wet earth with ease. Its mid-
cut height uses a gaiter to help keep out any 
debris that comes your way. Dirt doesn’t stand 
a chance. 

Dig deep. Get dirty.
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GRAVEL/BLACK
S10791-30
 (12 MONTHS)

GRAVEL/BLACK
S20791-30
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN 

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

4mm (25/21mm)

3.5mm

$200 

PWRRUN+

Men 10.6oz (300g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 9.1oz (258g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

36

PEREGRINE ICE+ 3

Feels responsive and plush.
PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right 
softness that’s springy and responsive for both 
your warmup run to the trailhead and the day’s 
adventures beyond.

Your most confident strides.
Vibram Arctic Grip Technology provides 
unparalleled traction in wet, slippery conditions, 
so you can take to the trails and roads at full 
speed, all winter long.

Run through anything.
Its weather-resistant upper helps keep you 
going through rain, snow, mud and whatever 
else you encounter out in the wild.

This weatherized take on our award-winning 
Peregrine trail shoe is just what you need to 
keep your pace up all winter long. A protective 
upper combines with Vibram Arctic Grip 
Technology for outstanding traction in wet, 
slippery conditions, giving you the confidence 
to tackle treacherous trails and roads alike.

Get a grip on winter running.
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CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN 

8mm (35/27mm)

3.5mm

$220 

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

PWRRUN+

Men 9.2oz (261g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.5oz (241g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

37

RIDE 15 TR GTX

Lighter. Softer. Faster. 
A softer PWRRUN cushioning formula gives 
you more cushion and less weight for your 
springiest trail and road runs. 

Ride off road.
PWRTRAC outsole and protective upper provide 
versatility for wherever the day takes you.

Comfort to go.
A beveled midsole with a higher stack of 
cushioning delivers an easy stride from heel 
to toe. 

The redesigned Ride 15 TR delivers a comfort-
first sensation that takes your trail runs to 
new heights. Built using softer cushioning and 
grippy tread, it’s got more foam, a durable feel, 
and everything you need to go further.

Run without boundaries.
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BLACK/CHARCOAL
S10799-10
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/CHARCOAL
S20799-10
 (6 MONTHS)

RIDE 15 TR GTX



BLACK/VIZI ORANGE
S20845-05
 (12 MONTHS)

GLACIER/INK
S10845-20
 (6 MONTHS)

MURK/BLACK
S20845-20
 (6 MONTHS)

HAZE/INDIGO
S10845-30
 (6 MONTHS)

COFFEE/BLACK
S20845-30
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BRONZE
S10845-31
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BLACK
S20845-31
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/VIZI PINK
S10845-05
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (35.5/27.5mm)

4mm

$140

EVA

Men 9.3oz (269g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 7.9oz (224g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral
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BLAZE TR

Protection that fits. 
Durable mesh upper is designed to stay 
breathable while keeping debris out. 

Cushion your path. 
PWRRUN foam midsole gives you  
cushioning for all-day exploring.

Grip it good. 
Trail-specific lugs provide traction  
and grip on a variety of terrains.

The outdoors should take note when you 
lace up the Blaze TR. Everything you need for 
off-roading, this shoe comes equipped with 
PWRRUN foam cushioning and grippy lugs  
to give you the edge on a variety of terrains. 

Blaze your own path.
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SHADOW/EMBER
S10786-10
S10787-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/MIST
S20786-10
S20787-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

WEIGHT

SIZES

VERSARUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

12mm (29/17mm)

3.5mm

$110

Men 9.2oz (261g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 7.7oz (219g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral
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COHESION TR16

Long-lasting grip.
A trail-specific rubber outsole grips the ground  
and gives you confidence on rough, uneven terrain.

Cushioned comfort.
VERSARUN cushioning absorbs impact and 
reduces pressure for comfortable strides every 
step of the way.

Trail protection.
A durable mesh upper keeps dirt and debris  
at bay so nothing can slow you down.

New to the trail? Take the Cohesion TR 16 along 
for the ride. It gives you everything you need 
for a feel-good run— rugged grip, VERSARUN 
cushioning, and a comfortable, secure fit.    

Off-roading made easy.
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BLACK/BLUE
S10744-56
 (6 MONTHS)

GREY/ORANGE
S20744-42
 (6 MONTHS)

NAVY/RAZZLE
S10744-41
 (6 MONTHS)

NAVY/SILVER
S20744-50
S20745-50 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

CHARCOAL/ROSE
S10744-20
 (6 MONTHS)

GREY/CORAL
S10744-40
S10745-40 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

GLADE/BLACK
S20744-41
S20745-41 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

BLACK/FUCHSIA
S10744-10
S10745-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/CHARCOAL
S20744-05
S20745-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

SHADOW/FOREST
S10749-21 
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/SUMMIT
S20749-21 
 (6 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

WEIGHT

SIZES

VERSARUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (31/23mm)

4.5mm

$125

GTX $180

Men 10.1oz (286g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.5oz (241g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral
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EXCURSION TR16

Rugged feel. 
Grippy carbon-rubber lugs provide the best 
traction, so no matter what kind of terrain  
you cross, you’ll feel unstoppable.

Comfort for the outdoors. 
VERSARUN cushioning keeps you  
moving in balanced comfort all day long.

Streamlined fit and feel.
Fresh design details deliver the trail 
protection you need with a look that  
goes beyond the outdoors. 

Meet your all-around trail runner. An outdoor 
essential that’s capable of taking you farther, 
the Excursion TR 16 is up for anything. Springy 
and comfortable, it’s designed with traction-
ready grip that hugs any terrain you throw at it. 
Don’t stop now.

The start of unstoppable. 
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BLACK/FOG
S10862-05
S10863-05 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/GRAVEL
S20862-10
S20863-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/SHADOW
S10862-13
S10863-13 (WIDE)
 (6 MONTHS)

CONCRETE/BLACK
S20862-11
S20863-11 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

FOSSIL/GRAPE
S10862-12
S10863-12 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

INDIGO/BLACK
S20862-14
 (6 MONTHS)

SHADOW/AMBER
S20862-12
 (12 MONTHS)

COFFEE/BLACK
S20862-15
 (12 MONTHS)

SHADOW/BLACK
S10866-10
 (12 MONTHS)

SHADOW/BLACK
S20866-10
 (12 MONTHS)

AURA TR GTX
7.1.23

HAZEL/NIGHT
S10862-15
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK/LUX
S10862-10
S10863-10 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

OFFSET

LUG HEIGHT

SRP

SOCKLINER

WEIGHT

SIZES

VERSARUN

This style is vegan  
and contains  

recycled materials

8mm (31/23mm)

4mm

$125

GTX $180

EVA

Men 9.6oz (272g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 8.8oz (249g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Trail/Neutral

41

AURA TR

Durable feel.
Grippy XT-600 lugs offer traction no matter  
the terrain

Outdoor essential.
VERSARUN cushioning keeps you moving 
comfortably all day long.

Fit matters.
Sleek and streamlined upper includes a durable 
and breathable two-layer mesh and protective 
details for support where you need it most.

Any outdoor enthusiast can benefit from the 
Aura TR. An adaptable trail shoe, it masters 
fit, comfort, and performance for the perfect 
running mate. With VERSARUN cushioning and 
grippy lugs, you’ll be on your feet and ready for 
your next adventure in no time.

This is your sign to get outside.
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WHITE
S50200-1
S50201-1 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WHITE
S40200-1
S40201-1 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S50200-2
S50201-2 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S40200-2
S40201-2 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

SRP

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style contains 
recycled materials

$170

Men 13.9oz (394g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 12.5oz (354g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral
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ECHELON WALKER 3

Leather upper.
With a crafted full grain leather upper,  
every stroll is a comfortable one.

Feels light and springy.
PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing 
cushioning and gives you a luxurious  
underfoot feel that won’t break down.

Durable outsole.

Durable rubber soles provide long-lasting 
performance.

For those who need a shoe that meets  
a wide-range of needs, the generous
and accommodating Echelon Walker 3 
welcomes them with feel-good cushioning  
and a balanced and stable ride.

An accommodating fit for all 
who walk.
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WHITE
S50202-1
S50203-1 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WHITE
S40202-1
S40203-1 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S50202-2
S50203-2 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S40202-2
S40203-2 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

SRP

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style contains 
recycled materials

$150

Men 12.9oz (366g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 11.6oz (329g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Stability

44

OMNI WALKER 3

Leather upper.
With a crafted full grain leather upper,  
every stroll is a comfortable one.

Feels light and springy.
PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing 
cushioning and gives you a luxurious underfoot 
feel that won’t break down.

Durable outsole.

Durable rubber soles provide long-lasting 
performance.

For those who need an extremely comfortable 
and plush walking shoe with the perfect 
amount of stability and cushioning for 
moderate overpronating.

All-day comfort and stability.
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WHITE
S50204-1
S50206-1 (NARROW)
S50205-1 (WIDE)
S50208-1 (EXTRA WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

WHITE
S40205-1
S40208-1  (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

GREY
S50204-3
S50205-3 (WIDE)
S50208-3 (EXTRA WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

GREY
S40205-3
S40208-3 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S50204-2
S50205-2 (WIDE)
S50208-2 (EXTRA WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

BLACK
S40205-2
S40208-2 (WIDE)
 (12 MONTHS)

CUSHIONING

SUSTAINABILITY

SRP

WEIGHT

SIZES

PWRRUN

This style contains 
recycled materials

$130

Men 11.5oz (326g)

Men 7-13, 14

Women 10.3oz (292g)

Women 5-12

SUPPORT LEVEL Neutral

45

INTEGRITY WALKER 3

Leather upper.
With a crafted full grain leather upper,  
every stroll is a comfortable one.

Feels light and springy.
PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing 
cushioning and gives you a luxurious underfoot 
feel that won’t break down.

Durable outsole.

Durable rubber soles provide long-lasting 
performance.

For those who need responsive cushioning 
from a neutral walker, the Integrity Walker 3 
features  
a premium full grain leather upper for a secure 
fit to last all day.

Walk on, all day.
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BLACK/WHITE
SK265582
M,W

PURPLE/TURQ
SK165584
M,W

BLUE/GREEN
SK265249
M,W,XW

GREY/ORANGE/CITRON 
SK265590 

BLACK/WHITE
SK265588
M,W

PURPLE/TURQ
SK165492
M,W

BLUE/GREEN
SK265589
M,W,XW

WIND 2.0 WIND A/C 2.0

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Road

$70

US Sizes 10.5-7

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$70

US Sizes 10.5-7

Road

We’ve updated the popular Wind sneaker with a combination leather and mesh 
upper that delivers the best of breathability and durability. It’s made machine 
washable for easy refresh and features anti-stink lining that keeps feet fresh. A cushy 
but airy EVA midsole improves comfort and a traditional lace closure ensures a secure 
fit. 

We’ve updated the popular Wind sneaker with a combination leather and mesh upper 
that delivers the best of breathability and durability. It’s made machine washable for easy 
refresh and features anti-stink lining that keeps feet fresh.  
A cushy but airy EVA midsole improves comfort and an easy alternative closure ensures a 
secure fit.  

• Durable leather and breathable mesh upper 
• Lightweight EVA midsole for cushioning 
• Non-marking full rubber outsole for 

durability and traction
• Machine washable with cold water on gentle 

cycle, air dry
• Alternative closure for easy on/off
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Toe cap for extra durability
• APMA approved

• Durable leather and breathable mesh upper 
• Lightweight EVA midsole for cushioning 
• Non-marking full rubber outsole for 

durability and traction
• Machine washable with cold water on gentle 

cycle, air dry
• Alternative closure for easy on/off
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Toe cap for extra durability
• APMA approved

6.25.23 6.25.23
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KINVARA 14 LTT

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Road

$80

US Sizes  10.5-7

NAVY/GREEN
SK267104
M,W

LIGHT BLUE
SK166821

Less is more with this lace-up performance runner built for speed. Taking inspiration
from our trusted adult version, this flexible, breathable kids’ sneaker lets them fly
in comfort with a memory foam technology and a contoured footbed. From start
to finish, it’s designed to clock in as their favorite running shoe. Plus, the anti-stink
lining helps reduce odors.

• Lightweight PWRRUN cushioning
• FORMFIT performance contoured footbed
• FORM2U memory foam technology in the 

footbed
• Non-marking rubber at toe and heel for 

traction and durability
• Lightweight mesh upper for breathability
• Reinforced toe cap for durability
• Traditional lace closure
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• Flexible sole design to quickly transition from 

landing to take-off

KINVARA 14 A/C

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$80 

US Sizes  10.5-7

Road

NAVY/GREEN
SK267103
M,W

LIGHT BLUE
SK166825

Less is more with this performance runner built for speed and easy on/off with  
an alternative closure. Taking inspiration from our trusted adult version, this flexible, 
breathable kids’ sneaker lets them fly in comfort with a memory foam technology  
and a contoured footbed. From start to finish, it’s designed to clock in as their favorite 
running shoe. Plus, the anti-stink lining helps reduce odors.

• Lightweight PWRRUN cushioning
• FORMFIT performance contoured footbed
• FORM2U memory foam technology in the 

footbed
• Non-marking rubber at toe and heel for 

traction and durability
• Lightweight mesh upper for breathability
• Reinforced toe cap for durability
• Alternative closure with hook and loop for 

easy on/off and adjustability
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• Flexible sole design to quickly transition from 

landing to take-off

6.15.23 6.25.23
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NAVY/GREEN
SL266830
M,W

LIGHT BLUE
SL167117 

KINVARA 14 A/C JR JAZZ LITE 2.0

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Road

$60

US Sizes  4-12

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$60

US Sizes 10.5-7

Road

NAVY/PURPLE/TURQ
SL165121

BLUE/GREEN
SL265027
M,W

NAVY/SILVER
SL265117

BLUSH
SL165119

If you’ve got a little runner-in-training in your family’s lineup, this lightweight, airy 
shoe will help them get started. Taking inspiration from our trusted adult version, this 
flexible, breathable kids’ shoe will help them fly in comfort with a high-tech memory 
foam footbed and an alternative closure for easy on/off. Plus, the anti-stink lining 
helps reduce odors.

Inspired by the JAZZ™ collection, this machine washable shoe features the same retro 
design and lightweight leather and mesh upper, plus a helpful alternative closure that 
makes stepping in easy. They also feature reinforced toes for extra durability and a smiley 
face on the inside of each shoe helps your little ones tell left from right. 

• Lightweight EVA midsole
• Non-marking rubber at toe and heel for 

traction and durability
• Lightweight mesh upper for breathability
• Alternative closure with hook and loop for 

easy on/off and adjustability
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• FORM2U memory foam technology in the 

footbed

• Leather and mesh upper for durability and 
breathability

• Alternate closure for easy on/off
• Smiley face on inside of each shoe helps 

little ones tell left from right
• Non-marking outsole with deep flex grooves 

and rubber traction pods 
• Machine washable with cold water on gentle 

cycle, air dry
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• 100% recycled poly sock construction
• APMA approved

6.25.23 6.25.23
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RIDE 10 JR

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Road

$60

US Sizes  4-12

NAVY/GREEN PURPLE

• Leather and mesh upper for durability and 
breathability 

• Alternative closure for easy on/off
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• Cushy EVA midsole for lightweight feel 
• Non-marking traction pods on the outsole 

for serious grip 
• APMA approved 
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Toe cap for extra durability

COHESION 14 LTT

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$70

US Sizes 10.5-7

Road

GREY/BLUESPACE
SL265539
M,W

NAVY/GREEN
SL2SL26604366043
M,W

BLUESWIRL
SL165541 

PURPLE
SL166SL166228877
M,W  

BLUSH
SL167118 

A mesh and leather upper makes this running sneaker as breathable as it is durable. Its 
secure lace-closure keeps it in place through active playtimes and after-school practices, 
and its odor-fighting antimicrobial lining leaves feet feeling fresh once they’ve returned 
home. 

• Supportive leather and mesh upper for 
breathability and durability 

• Traditional lace closure 
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Tri-flex rubberized lugs for grip 
• Non-marking rubber outsole for durability 

SILVER/PERIWINKLE/TURQ 
SK165555
M,W

NAVY/RED
SK265553
M,W

No matter the adventure, the ride is smooth and durable in Saucony’s Ride 10 JR designed 
especially for little feet. A midsole for a close to the ground feel, anti-stink lining for, well 
you know, and an leather and mesh upper for durability and breathability keeps active 
feet moving!

7.25.23

BLACK/BLACK
SK265086
M,W

6.25.23 6.25.23
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COHESION 14 A/C COHESION 14 A/C JR

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Road

$70 

US Sizes 10.5-7

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$60

US Sizes  4-10

Road

SILVER/PERIWINKLE/TURQ
SL165549

NAVY/RED
SL265548

SILVER/PERIWINKLE/TURQ
SK165547

NAVY/PURPLE/TURQ
SK165546

NAVY/RED
SK265545

A mesh and leather upper makes this running sneaker as breathable as it is durable. 
Its secure alternative closure keeps it in place through active playtimes, and its  
odor-fighting antimicrobial lining leaves feet feeling fresh once they’ve returned 
home. 

A mesh and leather upper makes this running sneaker as breathable as it is durable.  
Its secure alternative closure keeps it in place through active playtimes, and its  
odor-fighting antimicrobial lining leaves feet feeling fresh once they’ve returned home. 

• Supportive leather and mesh upper for 
breathability and durability 

• Alternative closure for easy on/off 
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Tri-flex rubberized lugs for grip 
• Non-marking rubber outsole for durability 

• Supportive leather and mesh upper for 
breathability and durability 

• Alternative closure for easy on/off 
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• 100% Recycled PET linings 
• Tri-flex rubberized lugs for grip 
• Non-marking rubber outsole for durability 

6.25.236.25.23
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PEREGRINE 12 SHIELD BOA

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$95

US Sizes 10.5-7

Trail

TURQ/PINK
SK166097

NAVY/GREY/GREEN
SK266095

Our rugged all-terrain sneaker now features the innovative BOA® Fit System, which 
clicks in to ensure a secure fit with no laces (or retying!) required. A water-repellent 
upper makes this sneaker suitable to all trail conditions and a durable rubber outsole and 
reinforced toe cap extends its lifetime for many hikes to come.

• BOA® Fit System – dial in to a fast, effortless, 
precision fit

• Tongue split on medial side for easier entry 
and lycra stretch collar/tongue for easy 
on/off

• DWR-treated water repellent upper for 
protection

• Leather and mesh upper 
• Reinforced toe cap for durability 
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• Non-marking rugged and durable outsole 

for long lasting all-terrain traction
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NAVY/TURQ/PINK
SK166099

NAVY/ORANGE
SK266065
M,W 

PEREGRINE 12 SHIELD PEREGRINE 12 SHIELD A/C

SRP

SIZES

PRODUCT LINE Trail

$85

US Sizes 10.5-7

SRP

PRODUCT LINE

SIZES

$85

US Sizes 10.5-7

Trail

NAVY/TURQ/PINK
SK166102

NAVY/ORANGE
SK266100 

This trail sneaker that keeps you going on the trail. A bungle  lace with toggle allows 
for a secure but convenient fit and anti-stink lining helps  reduce odors to ensure 
freshness.

Our rugged all-terrain sneaker benefits from an alternative closure allowing for a fast and 
easy fit. A water-repellent upper makes this sneaker suitable to all trail conditions and a 
durable rubber outsole and reinforced toe cap extend its lifetime for many hikes to come.

• DWR-treated water repellent upper 
for protection 

• Leather and mesh upper 
• Traditional lace closure 
• Reinforced toe cap for durability 
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• Non-marking rugged and durable outsole 

for long lasting all-terrain traction 

• DWR-treated water repellent upper 
for protection 

• Leather and mesh upper 
• Alternative closure for easy on/off 
• Reinforced toe cap for durability 
• 100% Recycled PET linings
• Anti-stink lining helps reduce odors
• Non-marking rugged and durable outsole 

for long lasting all-terrain traction 

6.25.23 7.25.23 6.25.23 7.15.23
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TECHNOLOGY GLOSSARY
CUSHIONING
PWRRUN
Plush and durable cushioning that puts  
comfort above all else.

PWRRUN BIO
Plush and durable cushioning that uses 
 a sugarcane ethanol base blended into  
the EVA for a shoe you can feel good about.

PWRRUN+
Formulated for the softest underfoot feel, 
this foam gives you an unbelievably plush and 
springy ride that’s light as air.

PWRRUNPB

Exceptionally bouncy and soft, this beaded 
superfoam delivers high-performance energy 
return and durability in an incredibly lightweight 
package.

PWRRUN FRAME
Works in tandem with a high-cushion  
core to support and power the stride.

PWRRUN HG
The more energy you give, the more energy you 
get. Soft and lightweight cushioning that won’t 
quit on race day.

VERSARUN
Durable EVA-based cushioning that feels 
responsive and performs across all kinds of 
activities.

MIDSOLE
FORMFIT
360-approach to fit that ensures a secure, 
customized feel from top to bottom. Combines 
an underfoot cradle construction with soft 
cushioning, higher side walls and flexible upper 
materials that mold to shape of your foot.

HOLLOW TECH
A lightweight, minimal TPU support structure 
that guides your stride without added bulk. 

SUPPORT FRAME
Molded support locks the heel in place  
for a secure, stable fit. 

SPEEDROLL
A blend of max cushioning and speed geometry 
that fuels you with a non-stop momentum,  
so you can run faster, not harder

OUTSOLE
XT-900
Premium carbon rubber outsole material that 
offers exceptional traction and durability  

XT–600 
Carbon rubber outsole material that offers  
long-lasting durability and traction  

POWERTRAC ICE
Trail-specific outsole rubber that gives you 
exceptional traction and grip on icy terrain.  

POWERTRAC
Trail-specific outsole rubber that gives you 
exceptional  traction, grip and durability for  
off-road terrain. 

ROCKGUARD
Flexible and durable protective layer between 
the outsole and midsole that helps protect from 
roots and rocks.  

iBR+
A light and cushioned blown rubber that  
is both durable and soft. 

PLATE
CARBITEXTM MONOFLEX PLATE
Asymmetrical, flexible carbon plate that provide 
speed and efficiency over varied terrains.

CARBON PLATE
Lightweight plate made of carbon-fiber that 
will give you the perfect amount of pop to bust 
through that PB.

NYLON PLATE
Made for training, this plate is a bit more durable 
and versatile while still storing energy to help 
you run effortlessly
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
Orders 
All orders are subject to acceptance by Saucony, Inc. 
(hereinafter called SAUCONY).

Weights 
Weights listed for shoes are approximate and may 
vary. All shoe weights are examples based on a men’s 
sample size 9 and women’s sample size 8. Weights will 
vary by size.

Prices
Prices are subject to change without notice. At-once 
orders will be invoiced at the prices prevailing at the 
time of shipments. Prices are not guaranteed except 
under SAUCONY’s booking programs.

Terms of sale 
All SAUCONY goods shall be sold F.O.B. shipping 
point. Payment for all SAUCONY goods sold on 
open account will be due and payable pursuant to the 
terms and conditions stated on SAUCONY’s invoice. 
The terms and conditions contained herein and in 
any SAUCONY Sales Orders take precedence over 
any terms and conditions set forth in Customer’s 
Purchase Order or other similar document. Any sums 
not paid within net terms are subject to a late charge 
at the rate of the less or 1.5% of such amount per 
month (18% per year), or the highest rate permitted 
by law, until such amount is paid. Applicant shall pay 
costs, expenses and reasonable attorney’s fees as 
SAUCONY may incur in any manner of collection 
of any sums past due. These terms of sale shall 
be constructed under Massachusetts law. Any 
proceeding arising out of, or in connection with, this 
agreement may be brought in any state or federal 
court of competent jurisdiction within the state of 
Massachusetts, and the Customer consents to the 
jurisdiction of such courts.

Cancellations/Revisions
Any request for cancellation or revision of an order 
for SAUCONY goods must be made through the 
SAUCONY Customer Service Team. A request 
to cancel an order which has been entered into 
SAUCONY’s order system must be made, in writing, 
at least three (3) weeks prior to the requested need 
date and is subject to SAUCONY’s approval. During 
booking season, we begin shipping orders two (2) 
weeks before the requested ship date in order to 
accommodate the volume of orders we receive. 
Cancel dates are strictly adhered to.

Loss or damage in transit
SAUCONY shall not be responsible for SAUCONY 
goods lost or damaged in transit. Customer shall be 
responsible for checking its shipment upon delivery 
for total carton count and condition. Any shortage 
in total carton count or evidence of damage to 
SAUCONY goods must be noted on the carrier’s 
delivery receipt and reported to the carrier’s local 
office immediately upon receipt of goods.

Shortages in unopened cartons
All shortages must be reported to the SAUCONY 
Customer Service Team within ten (10) days from 
the date of SAUCONY’s invoice. Customer shall 
be required to furnish SAUCONY with an invoice 
or shipping order number and an itemization of 
all shortages/overages by product code, size and 
quantity. Incomplete claims and claims filed more 
than thirty (30) days after the SAUCONY invoice date 
will not be accepted. Customer shall be required 
to furnish Customer’s claim number, if any, when 
reporting a claim.

Back orders
All back orders shall be shipped F.O.B. shipping point. 
No deductions are allowed for freight, parcel post or 
UPS charges. All back orders not shipped within thirty 
(30) days of the requested ship date will be canceled 
unless otherwise requested in writing by Customer.

Defective returns
Returns of defective shoes must be authorized in 
advance by SAUCONY Customer Service.  SAUCONY 
will issue the appropriate number of return 
authorization labels to Customer. All defective returns 
must have a valid SAUCONY return authorization 
label affixed to the outside of each carton. Cartons 
delivered without a valid return authorization label will 
be refused by SAUCONY. Returns must state what is 
defective on each shoe. Customer shall not package 
returns to stock with defective returns.

Authorized defective returns are to be shipped to:

6225 Millcreek Dr
Mississauga, Ontario Canada
L5N 0G6

SAUCONY, in its sole discretion, will determine 
whether the goods are defective. If Customer 
does not provide the invoice number at the time of 
return request, SAUCONY shall credit Customer for 
defective returns at the prices prevailing on the date 
the credit is issued.

Return to stock
All returns to stock of SAUCONY goods must be 
authorized in advance by SAUCONY Customer 
Service. Request for authorization to return 
SAUCONY goods must be made within thirty (30) 
days from the date of SAUCONY’s invoice. SAUCONY’s 
shipping order number or invoice number shall be 
required on all return to stock claims. SAUCONY will 
issue the appropriate number of SAUCONY return 
authorization labels to Customer. All returns to stock 
must have a valid SAUCONY return authorization 
label affixed to the outside of each carton. 
Cartons delivered without a valid SAUCONY return 
authorization label will be refused by SAUCONY. 
All returns to stock must be shipped prepaid. If the 
return to stock is due to a SAUCONY error, SAUCONY 
shall credit Customer for the return shipping charges 
upon receipt of Customer’s freight bill. If return is due 
to a packing or shipping error, the original packing 
slip must be included with the return authorization. 
Without the packing slip, SAUCONY shall credit all 
returns to stock at prices prevailing on the date credit 
is issued. All returns to stock will be assessed a fifteen 
percent (15%) restocking charge unless the SAUCONY 
goods were shipped in error by SAUCONY.

Authorized new (return or stock) returns are 
shipped to:

6225 Millcreek Dr
Mississauga, Ontario Canada
L5N 0G6

Additional charges will be assessed if re-boxing, 
unlacing, re-bagging or removal of Customer tags is 
necessary.

Refused shipments
Freight charges and restocking fees may be applied 
to refused shipments.

Closeouts
All SAUCONY merchandise that was shipped with 
Customer consent will not be considered for return. 
The shipments are on a ship and cancel basis and are 
final at the time of shipment.

Consignment inventory
SAUCONY does not sell inventory on consignment. 
Customer is responsible for acceptance and payment 
of inventory sold under Terms and Conditions stated 
here.

Transshipping
Customer shall not sell SAUCONY goods to another 
retailer, distributor or broker; within or outside of the 
United States, without SAUCONY’s expressed written 
consent. Violation of this condition may result in 
termination of Customer’s account and legal action.

Distribution channels
Customer is prohibited from either (1) selling any 
SAUCONY products, through telephone solicitations, 
mail and direct order solicitations, on or in connection 
with catalogs, or through electronic commerce or any 
other electronic means (including but not limited to 
the Internet or any on-line services); or (2) advertising 
or promoting any SAUCONY products, or in any 
manner using the SAUCONY name or any mark or 
logo of SAUCONY, by electronic commerce or any 
other electronic means (including but not limited to 
the Internet or any on-line services), without the prior 
written approval of SAUCONY for any such sales or 
advertisements. SAUCONY may grant or withhold 
approval in its sole discretion, and any approval shall 
be subject to such terms and conditions as SAUCONY 
deems desirable.
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